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Thornton, Colorado has a need to provide increased public 
transportation options to accommodate its rapid growth. 
The city is seeking to move away from its automobile-
dependent history and create a safe, sustainable, and 
equitable multi-modal transportation network.  
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The series of maps in 
this report address population 
and housing densities, 
commuting patterns, 
transit services, and access and 
equity issues. 

Succesful transit projects typically secure 
funding from multiple sources. It is crucial 
for projects to attract both private investment
and public support.

These charts analyze the best funding strategies
to meet Thornton’s needs. 

Canadian cities have similar 
density and form to 
American cities but higher 
transit use.

Toronto and Ottawa have 
achieved complete transit 
networks through decades of 
planning efforts.

Toronto has a transit mode-
share of 11% in the suburbs, 
with similar density to 
American suburbs.

In Lake Nona, Florida, a 
developer funded an AV 
shuttle with a one mile 
route.

The program received a 
$20 million BUILD grant to 
increase routes across the 
community.

The Lone Tree (CO) Link is 
sponsored by corporate 
partners and provides on-
demand shuttle service. 

A lack of density is viewed as the 
traditional barrier to succesful 
transit systems in the suburbs.

Traditional radial transit systems 
that serve the CBD have failed to 
account for growing suburban 
residential and employment 
destinations.

Transit investment did not keep 
pace with suburban growth and 
the car became more convenient 
in these areas. 

Researchers have started to 
challenge the idea that density 
is determinative for transit.

Multi-destinational transit 
systems perform better than the 
older radial systems.

The Network Effect concept 
emphasizes mode transfers and 
large coverage rather than service 
improvements on isolated routes. 

Poverty is increasing most 
quickly in the suburbs but 
transit investment prioritizes
urban areas.

Transit-oriented development
can lead to gentrification and
displacement in surrounding
areas.

Suburban low-income and 
senior populations have low 
transit use and require targeted
solutions.

Seattle requires large 
employers to implement plans
to reduce the vehicle miles
traveled of their employees.

The city has also implemented
congestion pricing, parking - 
management, and transit-
oriented development.

Arlington, VA used TOD
strategies to achieve a 40%
transit modeshare in a 
suburban community.

The aim of these recommendations is to provide Thornton with a range of flexible solutions, which can 
be used as a resource to inform future transportation planning. These final recommendations have been 
curated for Thornton’s context, and highlight implementation locations and challenges.
The recommendations are organized on an implementation scale from short-term to long-term 
solutions. This section recognizes that there is no silver bullet to realizing Thornton’s transit goals. 
Rather what is required is a flexible menu of comprehensive strategies which complement each other on 
multiple fronts.

(RTD, 2020)
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(Van Denburg, 2020)




